
 

 Live  Fast, Dye Yarn 

 

Backslash  Scarf. 
 

 

 

Intro 

 The Backslash scarf was created because I was bored with my usual shawls and cowls. I felt 
like the humble scarf had fallen by the wayside a little bit. So off I went to create something 
modern and functional. 

The scarf itself is in the shape of a backslash, with a simple yarn over pattern within the 
scarf which also represents a backslash.  

The pattern is simple and written in a way which makes it easy enough for intermediate 
knitters, or brave beginners.  
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Materials and information. 

Yarn: 425m/100g of 4ply/fingering weight yarn. I used about 30g/127m of my own 
Platinum Sock minis (Contrasting Colours) and 70g/298m of my own Platinum sock full 
skein (Main Colour).  

Needles: 4mm circular/ 2 long DPNs (10 inch)/straight needles. Whichever you are most 
comfortable with.  

A darning needles for weaving in ends. 

Gauge: 22 stitches and 30 rows in 10cm stockinette stitch. Although gauge isn't overly 
important. 

Size: One size and adaptable. My finished (blocked) dimensions were 23cm width and 
215cm length. 

Important information: 

● You are turning after each row.  
● Repeat stitches between asterisks when applicable.  
● I have broken down the pattern into sections, so that you can easily repeat. 
● Your stitch count should be 69 stitches throughout the pattern. If you find that you 

have added stitches, then you possibly forgot a K2TOG. If you have lost a stitch, 
then you have possibly forgotten a YO but still K2TOG (this will be obvious).  

● Because of the yarn overs and increases etc, this isn't a simple pattern to frog back. 
So you may feel more comfortable installing some lifelines, just in case. I 
recommend just before the Lattice Section, as that is the hardest area to frog ( I've 
been there!). 
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Abbreviations. 

CO: Cast on. Use your preferred method. 

K: Knit (obviously!) 

P: Purl (I know this is obvious, sorry!) 

YO: Yarn over (place yarn over right needle and proceed to next stitch, this yarn over 
counts as one stitch, and the next counts as it's own stitch) 

K2TOG: Knit 2 stitches together, this is a decrease (place right needle between 2 stitches 
and knit as one) 

KFB: Knit front and back, this is an increase (place needle into the front of the stitch and 
yarn over as usual, bring loop out of stitch but do not slip stitch off needle. Now knit into 
the back of the stitch too. You should have 2 stitches on your right needle. Slip off left 
needle.) 

RS/WS: Right side of work, wrong side of work. 

The pattern. 
Setup: 

Cast on 69 stitches, using preferred method. I like to use long tail cast on. Turn. 

Knit across. 

 

Section 1; Garter/stockinette section: 

1: (RS) K1, KFB, knit to 3 stitches before the end of the row, K2TOG, K1. 

2: (WS) knit across. 

Repeat rows 1 and 2, two more times. 

3: (RS) K1, KFB, knit to 3 stitches before the end of the row, K2TOG, K1. 

4: (WS) K2, Purl to 2 stitches to the end of the row, K2.  

Repeat rows 3 and 4, two more times. 
 
 

Section 2; Lattice section: 
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1: (RS) K1, KFB, *YO, K2TOG* repeat until 3 stitches before the end, K2TOG, K1. 

2: (WS) K2, Purl across to two stitches before the end, K2. 

Repeat rows 1 and 2, two more times. 

 

Section 3; Backslash Panel: 

1: (RS) K1, KFB, YO, K2TOG, knit across to 3 stitches before the end, K2TOG, K1. 

2: (WS) K2, Purl to two stitches before the end, K2. 

You are now repeating these two rows, with the YO moving by 3 stitches every RS row. So 
your next 2 rows are as follows: 

(RS) K1, KFB, K3, YO, K2TOG, knit to 3 stitches before the end, K2TOG, K1.  

(WS) K2, Purl to two stitches before the end, K2. 

Continue in this way until your backslash yarn over pattern has moved across your piece. 
The last YO should be after 63 stitches. Your final rows of the panel are as follows: 

(RS) K1, KFB, K63, YO, K2TOG, you should have 2 stitches remaining, K2TOG. 

(WS) K2, Purl to two stitches before the end, K2. 

For your convenience, you should be putting a “YO, K2TOG” after knitting the following 
stitches on each consecutive RS row: 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 
54, 57, 60, 63. 

 

Pattern repeat: 

● Change colour and work both Section 1; Garter/Stockinette section, and Section 2; 
Lattice section in a solid/contrasting colour of your choice.  

● Change back to MC, and work Section 3; Backslash Panel.  

Continue in this way, with a solid or contrasting yarn for Sections 1 and 2, and MC for 
Section 3 (backslash panel) until your scarf measures 150cm (or until you have 5 backslash 
panels). Or until it is at your desired length, you could go on forever! 

 
 
 

After working your final Backslash Panel, do not change to contrasting colour. Continue in 
your MC working section 1 and 2 reversed, like so: 
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End section 1; Lattice section (previously section 2): 

 

1: (RS) K1, KFB, *YO, K2TOG* repeat until 3 stitches before the end, K2TOG, K1. 

2: (WS) K2, Purl across to two stitches before the end, K2. 

Repeat rows 1 and 2, two more times. 

 

End section 2; Garter/Stockinette section (previously section 1): 

 

1: (RS) K1, KFB, knit to 3 stitches before the end of the row, K2TOG, K1. 

2: (WS) K2, Purl to 2 stitches to the end of the row, K2.  

Repeat rows 1 and 2, two more times. 

3: (RS) K1, KFB, knit to 3 stitches before the end of the row, K2TOG, K1. 

4: (WS) knit across. 

Repeat rows 3 and 4, two more times. 

Bind off loosely using your preferred method. Do not use a stretchy technique, as in my 
experience this will make the bind off end far wider than the cast on end after blocking. 

 
 

Finishing off: 

Using your darning needle, weave in all ends (although I like to knit in as I go), and use your 
preferred blocking technique.  
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A few notes from me! 

Please do show me your finished objects! I would love to see my design out in the wild! You 
can use the hashtag #backslashscarf on Instagram or Twitter. And, of course, you can add 
photos to your Ravelry projects. 

If you have any difficulties with the pattern, please feel free to contact me on Ravelry, 
Facebook, or Etsy. 

 You may, of course, make these scarves for sale, gift, yarn bombing, for a cold giraffe, I 
don't care what you do with it! Once it's made, it's yours!! (I would love to see my scarf on a 
giraffe!). Please do not replicate or sell my pattern. This is my property and my work. 
This includes screenshots or photographs of the pattern in groups and forums.  
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